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Active Networking: One View of
the Past, Present, and Future
Jonathan M. Smith, Fellow, IEEE, and Scott M. Nettles, Member, IEEE

Abstract—All distributed computing systems face the architectural question of the location (and nature) of programmability in
the telecommunications networks, computers, and other peripheral devices comprising them. The perspective of this paper is that
network elements should be as programmable as possible, to enable the most flexible distributed computing systems.
There has been a persistent confluence among operating
systems, programming languages, networking and distributed
systems. We demonstrate how these interactions led to what is
called “active networking,” and in the spirit of “vox audita perit,
littera scripta manet” (the spoken word perishes, but the written
word remains), include an account of how it was made to happen.
Lessons are drawn both from the broader research agenda, and
the specific goals pursued in the SwitchWare project. We speculate
on likely futures for active networking.
Index Terms—Communication system software, communication
systems, programming operating systems, protocols.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE BASIC goals of active networking (AN) are to create
networking technologies that, in contrast to current networks, are easy to evolve and which allow application specific
customization. To achieve these goals, AN uses a simple idea,
that the network would be easier to change and customize if
it were programmable. Although there are a few pioneering efforts [1]–[3] that predate it, AN became a vigorous research area
when DARPA began funding research in the mid-1990s.
This paper is an attempt to gain some insight into AN by
looking back at its origins and looking forward toward its future.
The paper’s form is a history of AN as seen from the authors’
point-of-view as part of the SwitchWare project. The paper is
idiosyncratic in style, offering in places history which might
not otherwise be recorded to illustrate the way in which a research program evolves by fits and starts into a larger agenda.
Additional personal recollections can be found elsewhere [4].
We have focused on the issues we are best able to comment on
and omission of some event or piece of work says nothing about
its importance, only that it was not our focus.
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A. Operating Systems, Programming Languages, Distributed
Systems, and Networks
One perspective we wish to develop is a view of AN as the
confluence of ideas from operating systems, programming languages, networks, and distributed systems. At a high level, this
is shown by the timeline in Fig. 1. At this point in the paper, this
figure is mostly suggestive, but as we proceed, we will explain
its pieces.
The reason that AN is a combination of ideas from each of
these areas is clear. First, the basic goal of AN is to build networking systems, as such networking is the core discipline that
is built upon. Further, AN focuses on how to build networks. But
we can view networks as low-level distributed systems. Thus,
building networks is building distributed systems, and thus, issues and ideas from distributed systems come into play. Programming languages research becomes important because we
wish to build these low-level distributed systems so that they
can be programmed and programming languages are the key to
expressing programs. PL plays a role not just in what we can
express, but also in what can not be expressed, thus giving us
control over the power of programmability. Finally, two critical
issues, security and resource allocation and control, motivate the
operating systems (OS) role, as the focus of OS has been the abstraction, protection, and management of system resources.
B. Further AN Concerns
Although AN has the high-level goals of improving evolvability and customizabilty, there are a number of low-level concerns that must be balanced to achieve these high-level goals.
The first of these concerns is flexibility. AN systems aim to
significantly improve the flexibility with which we can build
networks. The second concern is safety and security. It is crucial that while adding flexibility, we not compromise the safety
or security of the resulting system. The third concern is performance. If adding flexibility results in a system that can not
achieve its performance goals it will be pointless. The final concern is usability. It is important that the resulting system not be
so complex as to be unusable. The other main perspective we
wish to develop is how the combination of disciplines discussed
above come together to help address these concerns.
C. Outline of the Paper
The paper begins in Section II by looking at the technologies
and challenges faced by distributed computing systems of the
1970s and 1980s. This frames much of the technological evolution (and research) which has gotten us to where we are today, in
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Fig. 1.
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Cross-coupled influences: operating systems, programming languages, distributed systems, and networking.

particular the improvements in distributed computing that could
follow from a more flexible network architecture. These concerns about network architecture, discussed in Section III, led
to the “store-translate-and-forward” (STF) model of networking.
It is the STF model which led to the perspective of network architecture as being driven by distributed computing rather than
being engineered in isolation. Two examples of this perspective
are the design of protocol boosters (Section IV) which stimulated
the DARPA effort in AN (Section V), and our contribution to that
effort, the SwitchWare project (Section VI). Section VII gives
our view of future work and Section VIII concludes the paper.
II. EARLY CODE MOVEMENT INFLUENCES
One of the basic techniques of AN is that code is moved to
the node at which it should execute. One place this idea first
arose was in distributed systems supporting process migration.
Another significant early influence was in generalization of remote procedure call (RPC) to support remote evaluation (RE).
A. Process Migration
The earliest implementation of a process migration system
was in David Farber’s DCS system [5], [6] in the mid-1970s.
Over the course of the 1980s, a large number of researchers attempted to realize process migration with varying degrees of
success (Smith [7] provides a survey). The basic motivation was
that in a distributed system, it was reasonable to allocate processes to processors based on local resources such as capacity
or locally-stored data.
By the late 1980s, there was considerable progress on the design and implementation of these systems in the context of operating systems, but little application support and no real support
for heterogeneity. For example, in 1986, Smith implemented a
system in which a process could migrate itself by checkpointing,
transporting, and uncheckpointing. In the initial version of the
system the executable image was shipped directly to a server,
but in an enhanced version [8], NFS was used to save the image
while sending the image’s name with a single user datagram
protocol (UDP) datagram to a server. The server then used the
name to fetch the code and continue execution (the later is analogous in some ways to the approach pursued in active network
transport system (ANTS) [9]).
The system suffered from some fairly severe constraints,
e.g., that it needed a daemon, could not migrate active I/O

such as pipes or sockets, had no support for heterogeneity,
etc. Its major technical contribution was its demonstration that
user-level process migration was possible, providing a new
avenue toward writing distributed applications.
B. Remote Evaluation
The introduction of RPC [10], [11] was the first major attempt
to combine ideas from programming languages and distributed
systems. RPC made distributed systems programming easier because it allows remote functionality to be dealt with using a familiar and convenient interface.
By the mid-1980s some of the most sophisticated uses of
RPC systems were to support distributed window systems. A
particularly notable system was the network extensible window
system (NeWS) [12] built by J. Gosling at Sun Microsystems.
NeWS took its graphics model and programming language from
Postscript. In Postscript, code to print a page was downloaded
into a printer and then executed, producing a printed page as a
side effect. In NeWS, Postscript for the user interface could be
downloaded into the graphics server. Besides giving great flexibility, this allowed significant optimizations when the downloaded code could be used to eliminate round-trips between the
(remote) client and server. For example, grabbing a group of
lines and rubber-banding them could be done without going out
to the network.
In the late 1980s, researchers interested in distributed programming languages began to explore the idea of generalizing
RPC along the directions seen in NeWS [13]–[16]. The resulting
remote evaluation systems had a simple model of computation,
code could be shipped to a remote node and then evaluated. RPC
is a special case where the code that is shipped is just a function
call and its arguments. Both Stamos [13]–[15] and Clamen [16]
used Lisp dialects as the basis for their remote evaluation systems because Lisp made representing programs (and most data)
in a format that could be sent from machine to machine (ASCII
byte streams) simple. Such representations also had the advantage of support for heterogeneous machine types [17], a problem
for most process migration schemes.
In a very deep sense, mobile code schemes such as remote
evaluation models provide a general solution to “process migration” once appropriate language technologies became available.
Active networking is simply an application of these mobile code
techniques and technologies to the domain of networking.
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III. BROADBAND INTERNET
In the early 1990s [18], the Internet was coming into its
own. A collection of researchers were exploring methods for
increasing network throughputs by a factor of 100, using a
variety of technologies, such as synchronous optical network
(SONET) [19], [20], high-performance parallel interface
(HIPPI) [21]–[23] and asynchronous transfer mode (ATM)
[24], [25]. For example, research in the AURORA gigabit
testbed [26], [27] was centered around ATM technology. While
ATM signaling never quite matured, ATM link layers led to the
broadband Internet [28], both by providing an infrastructure
for high-speed Internet protocol (IP) overlays, and then later
evolving into the methodology for building high performance
IP switches [29]. Once ATM signaling was replaced in architectures such as multiprotocol label switching (MPLS) [30],
which provided virtual paths without heavyweight signaling,
the basic advantages of the technology became available to
Internet users.
Among the possibilities for a broadband Internet were those
of building wide area distributed computing infrastructures.
Low bandwidth in the core had inhibited access to remote data,
and the ability to migrate processing within the network had
really not been achieved. The notion was that the availability
of very high performance networking would allow large scale
distributed computations, such as distributed chemical analysis
and weather modeling, that were unachievable without access
to remote computational resources and data.
A. Interoperability
The Internet [31] provides a universal networking infrastructure [32] by providing an interoperability layer, the IP packet
format, which all network participants must use and accept. This
makes the problem of sending data from an arbitrary device to
an arbitrary device via an arbitrary network manageable. The
sender formats an IP packet and encapsulates it in one or more
frames of an attached network type. Intermediate IP-compliant
devices extract the packet from an incoming frame, interpret the
IP packet, and then again encapsulate the packet in a frame targeted at the ultimate destination.
While ATM made an attractive subnetwork technology, it
did not solve the interoperability problem, and IP had an
implemented signaling infrastructure. ATM systems provided
fine-grained multiplexing in support of multimedia, and provided one solution to the link performance problem, but inadequately addressed the control plane represented by signaling
protocols.1
Sincoskie [37] observed that the telephone network achieved
interoperability with a circuit model based on a 20–mA copper
loop, and the IP network achieved interoperability with this
common packet format model. Each were reaching limits in
1This later stimulated an energetic line of research [33]—[36] at the University of Cambridge, which developed virtual signaling stacks to allow customization. The Cambridge work, “open signaling,” exploited the capability of
the virtual circuit identifier (VCI) in an ATM network to be used for early demultiplexing. Groups of VCIs can be associated with particular signaling software implementations, essentially creating virtual switches, one per group of
addresses. Since the focus of flexibility and extensibility is the out-of-band signaling software, open signaling can be viewed as an active networking approach
which is limited to the network control plane.

Fig. 2. STF network model.

terms of the cost and ability to introduce new services into the
network.2
B. Store-Translate-and-Forward
How could one extract the best features of each solution,
apply the lessons learned, and apply them to a new architecture
in which service introduction could be accelerated?
This problem was originally framed as “interservice networking,” with goals including tying together services such
as voice, fax, and IP. While the performance challenges of
broadband networking were interesting, this larger architectural
question became increasingly intriguing.
Smith [4], [38] addressed this problem with a generalization of store-and-forward packet-switching called store-translate-and-forward (STF), where the effect of a translator “edits”
the packet data as it passes through the STF node, as is shown
in Fig. 2.
The STF networking model [38] provided a strong “computer
science” flavor to networking. Elementary computability relates
translation (or language recognition) to computing, and activities such as route lookup, label-switching and packet-filtering
were easy to represent in this model.
An experimental approach to investigate STF was not immediately obvious, but it was clearly possible simply by inserting
a programmable general purpose computer into the network—a
Turing machine can support a large variety of interesting translations! Inserting translators into the network was therefore at
least possible, and there appeared to be interesting applications.
The question then became one of how to proceed, how to
make the vision happen, and how to enable new network services.
IV. PROTOCOL BOOSTERS
The first outgrowth of the STF ideas was a DARPA proposal
on the topic of “Protocol Boosters for Distributed Computing
Systems.” The idea was to dynamically construct protocols
using protocol element insertion and deletion on an as-needed
basis, to respond to network dynamics. Protocols are constructed optimistically; that is, ideal operating conditions (no
errors, low delays, adequate throughput, etc.) were assumed,
and protocol elements (such as error detection and correction
mechanisms) were inserted into protocols on-demand, as conditions were encountered that deviated from the best case where
the protocol element would not be needed. Such “boosters”
2The most successful approaches to introducing new services which later
emerged, such as the World Wide Web and peer-to-peer, avoided this issue by
operating as overlays.
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Fig. 3.
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Use of a protocol booster on a network link.

were a limited form of network translator. Ultimately, protocol
boosters support for on-the-fly protocol deployment was
adopted as a key aspect of AN.
This proposal was a significant break from convention in that
it dynamically altered the network stack in response to dynamic
network conditions. A major goal was the ability to accelerate
network evolution (e.g., with proprietary protocols; one prediction was creation of a “marketplace” of protocols, where
users would select and deploy their own protocols, including
network-layer protocols. One important consequence of users
deploying their own network-layer protocols was that significant attention had to be paid to issues of safety and security,
since the network fabric was shared. A marketplace that was
more likely to develop was one of proprietary protocols developed by protocol vendors, to be sold, or to be deployed in their
own networks to achieve a competitive advantage. However, the
Protocol Boosters research effort focused mainly on whether
protocols could be constructed using “as-needed” techniques,
and if so, what form these protocols would take.
A. Boosted Protocols
The canonical example of protocol boosters is forward error
correction (FEC). FEC is a technique that uses extra information in a message to allow recovery of the message if a portion
of the message is lost or damaged. In the case of a data packet,
such information might include additional packets or extra information within the packet itself which might be used for recovery. Fig. 3 illustrates how the performance of a link might be
boosted by protocol elements augmenting the existing protocol
architecture.
FEC provides an attractive example for “as-needed” functionality, since it is in essence pessimistic. The extra bits are sent
under the assumption that things will go wrong, and the efficient
encoding and recovery of the message consumes processing cycles as well. Thus, one would like to insert FEC when it was providing some benefit, but not otherwise use it. Of course, when
FEC will be needed is unpredictable, so a mechanism that deploys it “on-the-fly” is needed, making Protocol Boosters an
ideal candidate.
B. Design Influences
The two most important influences on the initial implementation of protocol boosters were Hutchinson and Peterson’s
[39] -Kernel system and Dennis Ritchie’s STREAMS [40]
architecture. Ritchie’s system provided an elegant architecture

Fig. 4. Inserting a booster into a protocol stack.

for constructing protocols, later delivered with, and used
heavily in, the AT&T System V version of UNIX. The initial
notion had been one of stackable “line disciplines” for UNIX,
but was generalized into stackable protocol architectures for
streams of data. Stackable meant that code adhering to a
message-handling discipline shared by all such STREAMS
modules could be pushed onto, and subsequently popped from,
a logical stack of processing modules through which streams of
message data would pass. These modules could be dynamically
inserted and removed while the protocol was in operation.
This definitely had the right flavor for what was envisioned for
protocol boosters, but we felt the programming model was (no
doubt on purpose) too restrictive. The -Kernel, on the other
hand, was almost completely flexible, and arbitrary protocols
could be constructed using the system as a basis. The -Kernel
composed a protocol graph of protocol components together
into a system. This style of protocol composition was more
in keeping with the Protocol Booster ideas, but the existing
-Kernel tools did not permit dynamic reconfiguration of the
protocol graph. Similar ideas were explored by Tschudin [41]
and Plagemann, et al. [42].
C. Infrastructures and Experimental Results
The first booster implementation [43] used a modified version of the FreeBSD operating system. Boosters were injected
into and removed from the IP stack, accomplishing among
other things compression, encryption and keyword filtering.
The basic modification of the 4.4 BS-DLite stack is shown in
Fig. 4; further modifications (basically a small multithreading
system) were made to handle more complex boosters, as shown
in Fig. 5.
The initial prototype showed that a flexible and dynamically
modifiable system could be built, and led to a far more mature
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Fig. 5. Multiplexing of boosters in the 4.4 BSDlite IP stack.

kernel infrastructure [44], [45] built in collaboration with Bellcore. The Bellcore team developed a number of useful applications of the technique in the error detection and correction
domain; the Bellcore implementation was used in satellite and
wireless network trials.
D. High-Performance Boosters
Given that protocol boosters were used for many bit-intensive
tasks (FEC, compression and encryption) their implementation
in software presented performance challenges. This led to taking
the basic boosters ideas and building hardware support [46], in
the form of a switched pipeline of field programmable logic
called the “Programmable Protocol Processing Pipeline” or P4.
A photograph of the P4 is shown in Fig. 6.
The P4 was used standalone to demonstrate that boosters
could be run at OC-3c line rates of 155 Mb/s, and also in concert with a PC used as a control element for inserting and removing boosters from the protocol processing path. The hybrid hardware/software architecture of Hadzic’s [47] dissertation demonstrated that an FEC booster could automatically detect the need for insertion using failed AAL-5 cyclic redundancy
check (CRCs), insert itself, and enhance the performance of a
set of TCP/IP/ATM benchmarks, thus demonstrating the power
of the protocol architecture.
V. ACTIVE NETWORKS
In this section, we show how the ideas of the previous section
(Section IV) influenced research directions, and discuss the programmatic history of AN.
A. From Protocol Boosters to DARPA’s AN Program
The need for a general purpose infrastructure with which new
protocols could be developed was becoming clear, something
that was not a main focus of protocol boosters. The flavor of STF
in protocol boosters, and its implications for evolving network
infrastructures, had attracted the attention of DARPA managers
thinking about network/computer integration (NCI). Protocol
boosters offered a concrete proposal to achieve this. Protocol
boosters provided a concrete demonstration to DARPA that approaches to NCI were possible.
DARPA charged an Information Science and Technology
(ISAT) study group with defining a research agenda for NCI,
which led to the DARPA AN program.

Fig. 6.

Programmable protocol processing pipeline.

B. Putting Together a Program
Simultaneously with the early Protocol Boosters work,
David Tennenhouse had begun to think about plans for a
programmable network infrastructure, which he called “Active
Networks.” He had also had been serving on the ISAT team that
was considering ideas involving programmable networks. Gary
Minden at DARPA was successful in using the results of the
ISAT study to create a “broad agency announcement” (BAA),
DARPA’s means for soliciting research proposals. This BAA,
BAA 96-06, “research topics in high performance distributed
services,” was the watershed event that lead to the explosion
of AN work in the late 1990s.
One group of researchers [48]–[53] generated a collaborative
set of responses to the BAA. Teleconferencing in the Fall of
1995 was used develop a “matrix” of contributions each laboratory could make to the overall goal of a programmable network
infrastructure. The matrix represented each lab’s contributions
as rows with varying degrees of contribution to each of the following six areas:
1) enabling technologies,
2) platform development,
3) programming models,
4) middleware services and applications;
5) active controls and algorithms;
6) network operations.
It was clear that all of these were needed, and so the goal was
to ensure that no necessary research was left out of the program. Several groups agreed to include a representation of the
matrix in their proposals so that DARPA could see how participants could fit together into an overall research agenda. This
research agenda was later captured in a paper by Tennenhouse
and Wetherall [52].
We should mention that the work that grew out of the
DARPA BAA was predated by several pieces of early work that
clearly foreshadow AN. First, there is the work done by Zander
and Forchheimer of the University of Linköping, Sweden,
on a system called “Softnet.” The Softnet [2], [3] system
was a packet radio network where packets of multithreaded
M-FORTH code were interpreted by network elements consisting of two-processor nodes; one serviced network events,
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and the other ran user programs. The nodes were supported
by a small operating system, which protected the network
elements, e.g., to prevent buggy programs from destroying the
packet-switching fabric. The focus was proof-of-concept rather
than a wholesale change in network infrastructure, models and
run-time support. Nonetheless, this team should be given due
credit as the progenitors of what we now call AN.
Second, at around the same time, the progenitor of the “capsules” [54] or “active packet” model [55] was being developed
by David Wall [1]. In his paper, Wall outlined a new approach
to networking. Quoting from the paper’s abstract:
“Network algorithms are usually stated from the viewpoint of the network nodes, but they can often be stated
more clearly from the viewpoint of an active message, a
process that intentionally moves from node to node.”
While neither the softnet nor the active message systems captured the entire AN agenda, they had the basic foundations. The
advances then, would be from new technologies that had arisen
since, in particular new programming language [56], [57] and
security technologies [58] that could provide desirable sets of
tradeoffs amongst security, programmability, usability, and performance.
VI. SWITCHWARE
Having examined some of the trends that led to the wide scale
development of AN, we now consider one specific project and
its exploitation of the interplay of operating systems, distributed
systems, programming languages, and networking. We place a
particular emphasis on how it addressed the tension between
flexibility, safety and security, performance, and usability.
We focus on the SwitchWare project [59], [60] for a
number of reasons. The most obvious is that it is the work
with which the authors are most familiar. However, there are
other significant reasons to examine SwitchWare as well.
First, SwitchWare has touched upon many of the key issues,
ranging from the development and use of modern programming
language technology to the development of new operating
systems technologies focused on resource control. In fact, a
specific initial goal of SwitchWare was exactly the application
of modern programming language (PL) techniques to AN.
Second, because SwitchWare is really many smaller projects, a
significant number of different flexibility/security/performance
tradeoffs have been explored. Finally, SwitchWare is the
only project to explore (and in fact, fuse) the two main AN
approaches of programming network nodes using downloaded
dynamically linked “active extensions” and programming
nodes by executing “active packets” that carry their code as
part of the packet.
Early in the SwitchWare work, it became clear that we were
interested in exploring both the active extension and active
packet approaches. As our work progressed, however, we came
to the conclusion that the two approaches are synergistic. This
led to the SwitchWare architecture [61], an abstract model of
which is presented in Fig. 7, upon which we will elaborate in
this section of the paper.
In this architecture, nodes are both extensible using Active
Extensions and programmable using active packets. Active

Fig. 7.
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Abstract roles of SwitchWare subsystems.

packets provide light-weight, but very fined grained programmability. They basically serve as a scripting language
that glues together node-resident services. An important
advantage of this is that since node-resident services can now
be composed, it makes sense for them to comprise smaller,
more general, more reusable, pieces of functionality. Active
extensions complement this by giving the system builder the
ability to add new services dynamically and on-the-fly. Now,
deploying a new protocol or service is just a matter of writing
any new services that may be needed, while reusing existing
pieces, and writing the simple packet programs that glue
them together. This architecture has very significant flexibility
advantages, but, as we will see, it also has an important safety
and security benefit.
Despite the synergy between the two approaches in SwitchWare, much of the research focused on one approach or the
other. Thus it is easiest to consider each thrust in turn, beginning with active extensions.
A. ALIEN
Active extensions allow the services of the network element
to be dynamically extended, and thus their support is a fundamental question in node architecture. As noted in Section I, there
is a design space with tradeoffs among flexibility, security, performance and usability. Thus, any AN node architecture must
have a clear model of what regions of the design space it wishes
to occupy, and what requirements will be placed on programmers of active extensions. The research goal of engineering an
experimental system is to find desirable and perhaps unexpected
local optima in the design space.
Work on active extensions in SwitchWare took place mainly
in the context of the ALIEN system and its enhancements such
as the secure active network environment (SANE). ALIEN was
first prototyped in the Active Bridge [62], which showed that a
complete bridge could be constructed “on-the-fly” from extensions that added buffered repeating, trivial local-area network
(LAN) extension, self-learning and spanning tree functionalities. It also demonstrated that active extensions could be used to
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evolve the bridge from one spanning tree protocol to another and
that, after failing a logical self-check, this evolution could be reversed. While the demonstration that active extensions could be
used to build a functioning bridge lent credibility to the case for
AN being useful, the more important architectural lesson was
the understanding of the relationship between flexibility and security (in the form of privilege). ALIEN layered unprivileged
programmable code over privileged programmable code, which
in turn was layered over an immutable loader which served to
load the privileged programmable code into the system.
A crucial design decision in ALIEN was its implementation
in CAML [63]. CAML was chosen for a number of reasons.
First, it was a strongly typed language with support for runtime
safety checks and garbage collection. These features were crucial to our safety and security goals because they made it impossible for an extension to crash the system due to a pointer error
or break security by using buffer overflow. Second, CAML was
one of the few existing systems (Java being the other) to support remote dynamic loading of machine independent byte-code
modules. This was crucial to our flexibility goals as it provided
basic support for active extensions. Third, in CAML, when modules were dynamically loaded, they could be linked against a
“thinned” module interface [64]. This allowed control of the
functionality extensions could access, further contributing to
our safety and security goals. Finally, we choose CAML over
the single existing Java implementation for three reasons. First,
CAML is an ML [65] family language. ML is a very well understood language from a PL theory point of view and our hope
(ultimately unrealized) was that this would facilitate the use of
formal methods to further assist with our safety and security
goals. Second, at the time the CAML implementation was significantly faster than SUN’s Java implementation, which contributed to our performance goals. Finally, there was considerable interest in the ML community [66] in networks as an area
of study.
The use of programming language protections has advantages, as we have enumerated above, but extra mechanism is
needed to trust these protections when the language system: 1)
does not have exclusive access to the hardware; 2) must have
protected channels to other, similar nodes; and 3) must control
remote access to privileged resources. The diagram in Fig. 8 illustrates the detailed features of our solution, other details of
which are described in Hicks, et al. [67].
The issue of exclusive access to the hardware has two implications. First, resource management of all types becomes challenging, as multiplexing of the hardware is carried out by another system, usually an operating system [68], [69]. Second,
that system and all systems it in turn trusts must be trusted, recursively. To address the second of these two points, a secure
bootstrap (AEGIS [70]) was developed to prevent subversion of
our privilege enforcement from below,3 we called the resulting
system SANE [72], for “secure active network environment.”
As we have mentioned before, one of the central contributions
of the architecture was that we were able to define a privilege
boundary above the immutable code of the loader. This allowed
3This focus on top-to-bottom integrity led to the discovery of new classes of
security threats for programmable hardware [71].

Fig. 8. Chaining layered integrity checks and node-node authen-tication in
SANE.

Fig. 9.

SwitchWare system architecture.

the loader to be extremely “thin,” as hinted at in the illustration
in Fig. 9.
While we initially used Linux as a development platform, it
became clear that in the role of a network element operating
system, even with secure bootstrap, Linux had severe limitations. In particular, it did not share the careful attention paid
to security issues that we demanded of ALIEN itself, and the
general Linux distributions had no support for metered resource
con-trols and limits of any type, preventing ALIEN from supporting many applications which required timing and other resource guarantees.
The second thrust became resource guarantees, for resources
such as memory, bandwidth and computation time. We addressed the resource control issues, including denial-of-service
attacks [73] in one fashion in our secure quality of service
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handling [74] (SQoSH) architecture, and in another fashion entirely in the resource controlled active networking environment
[75] (RCANE).
SQoSH used a new operating system called Piglet [76]–[78].
In the configuration in SQoSH, Piglet ran on one processor
which managed networking activities, while Linux communicated data and control to and from Piglet via shared
memory. Piglet provided enforcement of network resource
allocation policies specified by the SANE system through
the Linux kernel. Resource management was controlled with
the same cryptographic credentialing system used to control
code-loading in SANE, but adapted to the resource management interfaces offered by Piglet, thus integrating resource
management with the other elements of the security architecture. However, SQoSH showed more that SANE could be used
as a secure front end to a resource management mechanism,
rather than the more crucial architectural result that SANE
could be integrated with a complete resource management
system, that included resources such as heap space.
The RCANE project protected active applications from
“QoS crosstalk,” where a lack of resource controls allowed
applications to interfere with resource allocations of other
active applications. RCANE was a collaboration with the
University of Cambridge’s Paul Menage, who melded the
SwitchWare programming environment with a new multimedia
operating system developed at the University of Cambridge
Computer Laboratory named Nemesis [79]. Menage’s work
[80] examined many resource management issues, including
garbage collection and CPU resources and developed a complete resource management architecture for SANE, which
addressed quality of service (QoS) management, QoS crosstalk
and was completely integrated with SwitchWare [75], including
support for PLAN. This system demonstrated that with appropriate support, active extensions could operate with resource
guarantees, enabling a wider range of network services and
distributed applications.
B. Packet Language for Active Networks
Work on Active Packets in SwitchWare took place mainly
in the context of the Packet Language for Active Networks
(PLAN) system [81], [82]. PLAN is a domain-specific language. PLAN was tailored specifically to the task of acting as
a “glue” language to compose operations provided by node
services.
A critical aim in the PLAN design was to make PLAN
packets fundamentally as lightweight as IP packets when performing similar functions. To meet this goal required that
PLAN packets not be required to cryptographically authenticate before execution. However, it was also a goal that authentication be supported as an option, so that PLAN could
perform privileged operations. (Related work in ALIEN using
CAML for active packets showed that this was a good decision.
CAML required authentication and thus proved unsuitable for
light-weight operations.) To achieve this goal, PLAN’s design
drew explicitly from operating systems by creating a protection boundary between PLAN execution and invocations of
service routines. That is service invocation plays the same role
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as a system call, service calls can be checked or even require
authentication as is needed for the particular operation. This
approach has proven to give the PLAN programmer a great
deal of control over the cost of PLAN programs, significantly
enhancing flexibility.
A number of other aspects of PLAN design drew from our
experience in programming languages. From PL, we took the
idea that PLAN should be strongly typed (it lacks dynamic
storage allocation and arrays, so array bounds checking and
garbage collection are unneeded). A novel aspect of the language is that although PLAN programmers may statically type
check their programs before injecting them into the network,
thus improving usability, PLAN programs are also dynamically type checked while being executed on a remote node.
This guarantees that the node is protected, but avoids the cost
of static checking when only a small part of the program is
executed. Also from PL, we were motivated to design PLAN
so that it might have a simple formal semantics. This required
that the language itself be very simple and led to the eventual
creation of an actual formal semantics [83]. In fact, Stehr and
Talcott [84] even created a second specification in Maude. Another reason we wanted a simple language is that we believed
that a simple restricted language would be easier to make security claims about and also make formal proofs of PLAN
programs easier. A notable restriction is that PLAN programs
are guaranteed to terminate and cannot loop infinitely. This
means proofs need not demonstrate termination and gives us
one useful bound on the resource usage of PLAN programs. It
also means that PLAN is not as general a programming language as “Turing-complete” languages.
PLAN also drew from our experience in operating systems
and distributed systems. The use of protection boundaries has already been noted, but another aspect is that PLAN does not support mutable data. This is important from an OS view because,
if PLAN programs want to change the state of a node, they must
call a service routine. That means that all issues of concurrency
control become issues at the level of the service implementation (ALIEN in our case) and PLAN programs themselves are
independent and can be executed independently. This is an important property for high performance packet processing. This
immutable data property also played a role in the distributed systems nature of PLAN. By its very nature, PLAN is a distributed
systems programming language. It uses the remote evaluation
model for distributed computation, shipping both PLAN programs and data (in the form of function arguments) from node to
node. Having all data be immutable means that it can be copied
when it is transmitted and that the copied values have exactly the
same meaning as the original. This is in contrast to RPC systems
where copying a mutable value breaks the sharing relationship
and changes the semantics of operations on the data.
We wanted to use PLAN to build a significant networking
system, both to gain experience with our architecture and
PLAN and to find any “holes” in PLAN’s design. The system
we built, PLANet [85], is a fully functioning internetwork.
PLANet uses ALIEN to provide active extensions and PLAN
for active packets and all packets are active. We felt that
if we could implement internetworking, we could probably
implement almost all other networking systems. This choice
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was fortuitous: we immediately recognized the need to support
encapsulation as well as to treat packets as data, for purposes
of fragmentation and encryption.
The solution we fixed upon [86], “chunks,” elegantly combines the PL concept of “closure” and the remote-evaluation
constructs used in PLAN. The idea is simple. A chunk is the
function name to be called, the arguments to this function, and
the code needed by the function. Chunks are an abstraction that
captures the notion of “packet” in PLAN. Chunks can be sent to
remote nodes where they can be executed, they can be treated as
abstract data and passed as arguments to other chunks. This can
be used to create generalized encapsulation, with PLAN execution driving demultiplexing. Finally chunks can be treated as arrays of bytes, allowing them to be encrypted, or split apart and
reassembled. Chunks make it easy to create protocol boosters
that are inserted and deleted even at a packet by packet level.
Chunks represent perhaps the first new abstraction in active
packets since Wall’s [1] work.
C. Further Developments
PLAN, PLANet, and ALIEN eventually led to work on several “second generation” AN systems, which built on previous
SwitchWare experience.
The first such system is Michael Hick’s thesis work on dynamic updating [87], [88]. While experimenting with network
service level evolution in PLANet, it became clear that the
dynamic loading supported by CAML required that interfaces
would need to be designed for evolution, not just evolved
when the need arose. Dynamic updating addresses this issue by
allowing almost arbitrary updates to be made to running code,
including changing data representations on-the-fly. Dynamic
updating was implemented as part of the typed assembly language (TAL) system [89]. TAL is one of the newest approaches
to providing safe, mobile code.
The second such system is Jon Moore’s thesis work on Safe
and nimble active packets (SNAP) [90], [91]. SNAP draws
lessons from many first-generation active packet systems,
including ANTS [9] and Smart Packets [51], but it is most
closely related to PLAN. The two major goals of SNAP were
to improve performance and to make active packets safer with
regards to resource allocation and use. To achieve better performance, SNAP was designed to be a lower-level (byte-code)
language than PLAN and its design allows for much simpler
memory management and significant improvements in marshaling and unmarshalling costs. SNAP was implemented in the
Linux kernel. SNAP meet its performance goal and just slightly
slower (a few percent) than the Linux IP implementation.
To address resource use, SNAP introduces a model in which
each packet can use only a linear amount of CPU, memory,
and bandwidth, each time it executes on a node. This is a
very severe restriction and to implement it required limiting
the byte-code language to making only forward branches.
Thus SNAP goes much further than PLAN in using language
restrictions to gain safety and security. Experiments with SNAP
and the PLAN-to-SNAP compiler [92] suggest that SNAP still
retains enough flexibility to be generally useful.
The architecture of the complete system is shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 10.

Flexibility versus measured performance tradeoffs.

D. Tradeoffs
Fig. 10 illustrates results in the active networking design
(sub)space of performance versus flexibility tradeoffs. The P4
alone, while operational at 155 Mb/s and workable to 622+
Mbits/s [47] with different component choices, is standalone
the least flexible of the systems, as it can only accommodate
“programs” which can be expressed within the constraints
of a field-programmable logic device. SNAP also has more
limited flexibility, but can operate at 100 Mb/s. PLAN is more
flexible than SNAP, while ANTS can support nonterminating
execution, making it more flexible than PLAN. ALIEN is
the only general-purpose Active extension system shown.
Its flexibility is high since almost arbitrary changes can be
made in the underlying node. ALIEN’s performance depends
on whether it is using CAML-based Active packets, or ones
based on PLAN or SNAP. There is no SNAP+ALIEN, but it
is reasonable to assume it would be similar to SNAP alone.
We also show practical active network (PAN). As essentially a
kernel module loader, PAN performs very well and is of course
quite flexible, but no better than SNAP+ALIEN.
What PAN lacks, of course, is any security. If we plotted an
additional dimension of the design space, we would find the
most secure combination would be the combination of ALIEN
and SNAP, following our experience with PLAN+ALIEN. This
gives resource bounds at the active packet level, and with the
addition of some operating system support, such as SQoSH’s
Piglet or RCANE’s Nemesis, at the active extension level as
well. Problems with the Java virtual machine security, plus the
lack of resource management and support for formal methods
suggests that ANTS is less secure than PLAN or SNAP, particularly in the latter case where SNAP’s resource usage is linear
in the size of the active packet.
E. Summary
The performance of AN systems is adequate for the network
edge, as discussed above in Section VI-D and compared against
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A. Middleboxes, Overlays, and Sensor Networks

likely to evolve toward optical circuit-switching in any case
[98]) will be the deployment point for active networking technologies. Not surprisingly, this is already happening: domainspecific “middleboxes” [99] are appearing there such as firewalls, network address translators (NATs) and intrusion detection systems (IDSs). To quote from the request for comments
(RFC),
Instead of concentrating diversity and function at the
end systems, they spread diversity and function throughout
the network.
Examples given of such middleboxes include
• NATs [100]–[103];
• NAT with protocol translator (NAT-PT) [104];
• SOCKS gateway [105];
• Packet classifiers, markers and schedulers [106];
• Transmission control protocol (TCP) performance enhancing proxies [107];
• IP firewalls [108], [109];
• Gatekeepers/session control boxes [110], [111];
• Transcoders;
• Proxies [110], [112].
The opportunity here is clear; these various application-driven
“ad hoc” examples of STF functionality can be unified in a
common framework, and embedded in a common programming
model reinforced with the safety and security lessons learned
from active networking.
Overlay Networks: The current focus on peer-to-peer
systems [113] is a way to introduce new services using an
overlay, in the style of the World Wide Web. “Peers” use the
IP network layer as a “link;”each peer serves as a “router” in
the network. Since these peers are fully programmable nodes,
essentially arbitrary distributed computing architectures can
be constructed; the approach has mainly been applied to data
and file services (e.g., the music distribution of Napster and
Gnutella) as these are not particularly sensitive to latencies and
require restricted access to machine features. Of course, more
aggressive approaches are possible when considering network
services. Some early overlay work in active networking was
done by Crowcroft [114] and his collaborators at University
College, London, resulting in, for example, in an architecture
for application layer routing [115]. Other early systems such as
Emulab [116] and X-Bone [117] illustrated the design space,
stimulating larger-scale experiments4 such as PlanetLab [118].
Perhaps most interestingly, some of these infrastructures [119]
are overlay equivalents of the STF model introduced earlier in
this paper.
The overlay approach avoids altering the behavior of the
network layer in introducing new services [120], at some cost
in ignorance of relevant network layer characteristics such
as topology, multiplexing and latency. As the network layer
has proven difficult to change (except through interposition
of middleboxes, as discussed above) this approach avoids the
difficulty and lets experimentation proceed. If peer-to-peer
systems become sufficiently successful, they may stimulate
selective reshaping of the network layer from above [118], in

Middleboxes: Our observations suggest that points at or near
the IP network’s “edge” (rather than the “core,” which seems

4Interestingly, Crowcroft et al.’s ALAN software is was used with X-Bone
and is now used with PlanetLab.

Fig. 11. Computation versus network performance tradeoffs.

Fig. 11, which shows the number of programmed instructions
that can be executed by a general purpose processor on a
small data unit such as a bit, byte or word without delaying the
data transmission, along with some design pressures that follow
from the value of . Specifically, almost all access networks
have bandwidths less than 100 Mbits/s, a speed at which many
of the systems described in this paper operate at, or near to (see
Fig. 10). The P4 system described in Section IV can operate at
or near line rates since it is implemented using programmable
hardware; current components would allow operation above
1 Gbps for functions realizable in field programmable gate
array technology.
Additionally, new network processors [93]–[95] are offering a path to wire-speed performance, with specialized
architectures suited to concurrent execution of networking
operations. The network processor technology is positioned
to provide powerful programming environments to network
element developers.
The SwitchWare node architecture addressed all of the fundamental problems of security [61], [72], [96], [97]: controlling
integrity, resource multiplexing and management, and authentication. The security solutions were portable and are useful today
in many contexts, from loading code onto phones to providing
support for multiple isolated execution environments.
VII. FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Active networking and AN-inspired approaches continue
their transformation of networking. In this section, we first
review three areas that both benefit from lessons learned
in active networking, and might well absorb more lessons
from the tradeoffs discovered among flexibility, performance,
usability and security. We then consider the implications of the
Internet Engineering Task Force’s (IETF) study of forwarding
and control element separation (ForCES) and opportunities it
creates for AN. Finally, we discuss active router control, an
approach to exploiting the role separation creates for AN-based
control elements in the Internet.
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Active router controller (ARC) managing a set of forwarder/routers.

the same way that IP, initially a software overlay, reshaped
router hardware.
Sensor Networks: The availability of cheap powerful sensors with communications capability has stimulated interest in
access to, and organization of, groups of these sensors [121].
The networking issues are interesting, as the devices are often
low-powered, with limited communications capability (especially, low bandwidth) and limited processing capacity. They
may also be unreliable. Thus, they are typically organized as
“ad-hoc networks,” where the devices themselves self-organize
into a network. Applications which use these networks are often
more interested in the aggregate information from a group rather
than data from a particular sensor, and this aggregation of information can result in reductions in data traffic.
B. ForCES Augmenting the Internet
The IETF’s forwarding and control element separation
(ForCES) working group [122] models router architectures in
a way that allows introduction of programmable and active
technologies into the Internet control plane, in the style of
BBN’s FIRE [123].
The principal observation we make is that forwarding and
routing are distinct activities. Routing is part of the “control
plane” of the IP Internet, while forwarding is the “transport
plane.” These activities were consolidated in traditional IP
routers, but are now recognized as logically separate (viz.
MPLS).
The separation permits more general network elements to replace IP routers in performing control plane activities, allowing
distributed routing with improved performance, slightly more
global optimization, and perhaps surprisingly, an increase in
security. In addition, the separation of routing and forwarding
functions permits decoupling their performance, allowing better
tracking of technology improvements in both forwarder mechanics and routing algorithms.
C. Active Router Control
Active router control uses fast forwarders as a virtual link
layer, managed by specialized active router controllers (ARCs).

An illustration of this idea is shown in Fig. 12. Using a set of
routers as a “router in a room” is not uncommon; one could
simply reduce their autonomy and specialize them to IP forwarding—making way for source routing over all-optical networks or routing/router control internal to the network. The use
of general purpose network elements permits this separation of
concerns, while offering the potential for improvement of the
Internet on a number of axes.
Fig. 12 illustrates an ARC, perhaps modeled after the active
bridge [62], colocated on a fast LAN with a set of router/forwarders. In this configuration, choices of routes are made by
the ARC. This can be done with unmodified routers via command interfaces, or more easily if the routers are architected to
be dumb forwarders slaved to a local route controller. ARC intercommunication is done via IP packets; both “in-band” and
“out-of-band” (private link) models can be used. ARC operations across the LAN will incur a delay relative to operations
internal to an integrated router/forwarder, but given the control/flow distinction between routing and forwarding, it is not
a major limitation of the design. A significant advantage is that
specialized forwarding tables can be loaded into each forwarder;
these tables can be small since entries must exist only for adjacent nodes.
A key advantage of the ARC model is that for computationally-centered tasks (routing, or more general computations if
the programmability of ARCs is exploited), a computer which
tracks computer technology trend exponentials (faster CPU,
larger RAM) is used, while the forwarders independently track
networking technology trend exponentials such as bandwidth
improvements.5 While a potential weakness of the scheme
is ARC failures, this is both unlikely and can be addressed
through classical techniques such as heartbeats, redundancy,
etc. An apparent risk is that a particular route carrying routing
information from an ARC to a forwarder may break, but this
risk is never worse than in the present Internet, and discovery
of link failures can fail forwarders over to a new ARC if
necessary. ARCs initialize by detecting adjacent forwarders,
5Not surprisingly, the highest performance IP routers have also adopted such
a distributed architecture, although with different goals and roles for the line
cards.
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Fig. 13. ARCs distributed throughout an Internet.

using IP packets to extend control to other forwarders. ARCs
intercommunicate using IP packets, essentially using IP as a
universal link layer.
The basic distributed control architecture of Fig. 12 can be
replicated throughout an Internetwork, with the active elements
using the managed Internet routes as link layers. This is shown
in Fig. 13, where a set of active nodes have been grafted into a
larger collection of forwarders to create an active Internet.
VIII. CONCLUSION
The AN research program has had effects on the field of networking, both broad and deep. Most all of the initial questions
raised about active networking, particular those of performance
and security risks, have been addressed. Further, technology
transfer and commercialization of AN or specializations of it
has been widespread and vibrant communities have developed
worldwide. Finally, we suggest, as we observed in Section VII,
that there is far more we can do.
Worldwide efforts in active and programmable networking
are underway, particularly in Europe (see, e.g., the “Future Active IP Network” project [124] or the ALPINE project [114]).
In addition to the network processor market, other efforts are
seeking to commercialize one or more aspects of active networking, and active networking inspired approaches such as
“packet-marking” [125], [126] are penetrating products.
The wireless industry is also absorbing active network approaches, ranging from mobile telephony industry’s use of mobile code to the software definition of radio [127], [128].
The need for flexible network evolution remains, and in many
ways the needs of distributed computing are still not sufficiently
well met by the exclusion of computing application programmer
interface (APIs) from the dominant network infrastructure.

The uptake on active networking has been slow, and its
near-term impact has not been sufficient, but the marketplace
is delivering network embedded programmability, albeit in an
ad-hoc and purpose-built fashion. For example, as we noted
in Section VII, NAT boxes are simple STF-style translators,
and firewalls are event-driven programs with simple actions
(
,
, or
) driven by complex rule specifications in
firewall-specific rule expression languages.
Perhaps we should just treat this as a case of “le mieux est
l’ennemi du bien” [129] and move on, but the difficulty with
the ad hoc approach is that these purpose-built systems cannot
absorb modules and programming styles from existing systems,
and are difficult to extend and compose. The active networking
approach provides a common infrastructure with which such
systems can be built in a robust and secure manner. The IETF
“middlebox” work [99] suggests that the value of a unified programming model for network services is increasing, rather than
decreasing.
We pose three open questions.
• How can an operational network system evolve piecewise, so as not to incur negative economic effects on early
adopters of the technology?
• What knowledge about the network is necessary to diagnose problems, drive reconfiguration of the network architecture, etc.?
• How can one automate the process of choosing protocol
elements, such as protocol boosters, to compose an optimal protocol for a given application and network conditions?
ANs offer an opportunity to build a truly flexible distributed
computing infrastructure, where the programmer is in command
of all aspects of their distributed computing model.
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